NASSAU, BAHAMAS

Baha Mar Unveils a World of Flavors
First Collection of Diverse, Delicious Food & Beverage Offerings Debuts on April 21
NASSAU, Bahamas – Baha Mar, the soon-to-debut new luxury resort in Nassau,
will introduce a world of flavors with a diverse collection of culinary offerings. From
full-service and casual dining to pool-side and late-night bars, the assortment of food &
beverage at Baha Mar will give guests savoring a Caribbean escape delectable options
from morning to night.
The first wave of culinary offerings to debut upon the resort’s strategic opening on
April 21 will include Three Tides, a seafood-forward Mediterranean all-day restaurant.
Executive Chef Brent Martin incorporates Caribbean and seasonal fish and locally
sourced ingredients into fresh, inventive dishes such as Ahi Tataki and Grilled Octopus
Salad. While at The Swimming Pig, guests can tuck into a modern riff on a British
gastropub, complete with a wide array of draught beers and a full bar, for breakfast,
lunch or dinner.
As guests journey poolside in the afternoon, Drift presents Pan-Latin flavors with
specialties including empanadas and Peruvian skewers in a casual setting. Or, opt for
upscale, accessible fare at Palms with sit-down beach-side dining and classics such as
burgers, sandwiches, seasonal bento box creations and fresh Bahamian salads.
For an authentic Bahamian experience, the refreshing beach-side pairing Conch Shack
and neighbor Daq Shack provide local favorites near the esplanade section of Baha Mar.
Guests sip made-to-order, blended daiquiris with local rum, seasonal mangoes, stone
fruits and tart citrus alongside fresh conch salad, all made or mixed to order from only
fresh ingredients.
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“We have created an incredible collection of distinct culinary destinations within Baha
Mar so that guests have a wealth of options throughout the day to discover and enjoy,”
shared Grand Hyatt Baha Mar Executive Chef Brent Martin. “Each one brings to the
table a different taste and experience that we hope become fast favorites of our guests.”
At Stix Noodle Bar, authentic Chinese cuisine takes center stage. From handmade
noodles to dim sum, Stix will feature traditional dishes for a sophisticated dining
experience, as well as convenient take-out counter for casual dining.
In celebration of the former Nassau Beach Resort that graced the property in the ‘50s,
Blue Note and Out Island Bar pay homage to the history of Nassau. Blue Note will host
jazz musicians while offering upscale small-plate cuisine, house-prepared bruschetta and
a craft cocktail beverage menu. At the open-air Out Island Bar, guests sip beverages poolside with Bahamian classics such as Bahama Mama and the award winning Cloud Nine,
an inventive twist on a local version of Sky Juice featured on the menu. At Churchill, a
rum and cigar bar features a remarkable selection of the popular Caribbean spirit and
an expansive, built-in humidor. Guests delight in cocktails at their leisure among the
expansive selection of bars scattered across Baha Mar including H2O, Elixir, Bar Noir,
and top shelf liquors and craft cocktails at The Lynden.
In partnership with local fishermen and farmers, Baha Mar will incorporate local staples
across its restaurant family including fresh conch, grouper, and snapper, and Caribbean
spiny lobster and land crab. Chef Brent Martin leads this culinary programming guided
by a spirit of sustainability, attention to Bahamian flavors, respect to local techniques and
the creative use of ingredients, sourcing local whenever possible.
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About Baha Mar
Baha Mar is a master planned $4.2 billion integrated resort development being
purchased by Hong Kong-based conglomerate Chow Tai Fook Enterprises Limited (CTFE).
The beachfront destination includes three global brand operators – Grand Hyatt, SLS,
and Rosewood – with over 2,300 rooms. Additional amenities include 40 restaurants and
lounges, the largest casino in the Caribbean with over 100,000 sq. ft. of gaming space,
200,000 sq. ft. convention center, 18-hole Championship Jack Nicklaus Golf Course and
Golf Club, first ESPA flagship spa in the Caribbean, and over 30 luxury retail outlets.
Baha Mar is a breathtaking beach destination with dynamic programming, activities and
guest offerings located in one of the most beautiful places in the world – The Bahamas.
For more information visit www.bahamar.com.
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